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Read the two text extracts and answer the question.

Text A from the anthology is a ‘behind the scenes’ interview, which was included as an ‘extra’ in the 
BBC DVD of the tour – Jamie Oliver: Happy Days Tour Live! 

Text B is a recipe for prawn and parsley frittata from Jamie Oliver’s cookbook Jamie’s Italy published 
in 2005.

1 Carefully read the two texts and compare the ways in which Jamie Oliver, as the speaker in 
Text A and the writer in Text B, uses language to express his opinions and to present information. 

 In your answer you should analyse the impact that the different contexts have on language use, 
including for example, mode, purpose, and audience. [32]
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Text A

TV Presentation

20
01

HAPPY DAYS TOUR LIVE! 

The Happy Days Tour in 2001 was Jamie Oliver’s first live tour. This 
‘behind the scenes’ interview was included as an ‘extra’ in the BBC 
DVD of the tour – Jamie Oliver: Happy Days Tour Live! 

Jamie is filmed sitting in the outside broadcast truck surrounded by 
sound equipment and TV screens.

S
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[CUT]

 You know, in the year 2001 when, you know, people are prepared to 
come out, like, in their thousands, and pack a place like this – er for 
cooking, I think it’s brilliant, it’s a really good sign of the times – you 
know things have got so good in England – and, and you know, in 
other countries around the world – in the last ten years with regard to 
ingredients, produce, sheer sort of technical cooking, I mean I’m just 
very lucky. Conceived at the right time probably! [Laughs]

[CUT]

 I never ever thought that I’d ever write a cookbook, I never ever 
thought I’d ever be on telly, I certainly never ever thought I’d be 
playing live in front of three and a half thousand people at the 
Hammersmith Apollo – erm – but I’ve kind of gone with it really. And I 
think you have – you sort of have to go with it. Erm – I still get nervous, 
but I’ve sort of calmed it down a bit – but erm, yeah – it’s mad. 

Transcript of a BBC video of 'Jamie Oliver Happy Days Tour Live'. Item removed 
due to third party copyright restrictions. Link to material: http://www.ocr.org.uk/

Images/180149-anthology-of-texts-paper-1.pdf
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Transcript of a BBC video of ‘Jamie Oliver Happy Days Tour Live'. Item 
removed due to third party copyright restrictions. Link to material: http://

www.ocr.org.uk/Images/180149-anthology-of-texts-paper-1.pdf
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Text B

La migliore frittata di gamberetti e prezzemolo serves 2

END OF QUESTION PAPER

Adapted from J Oliver, 'Jamie's Italy', p44, Michael Joseph, 2005. Item removed due to 
third party copyright restrictions.
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